CO Real Life Super heroes in the news - WPIX 10 o ‘clock news, 2009 ?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qxpU3TfGGc
Anchor woman (Katie): « You know about Superman, Batman, Spider-man but those crimefighting characters are not only the subject of comics and blockbuster movies … »
Anchor man (Jim) : « In a certain way they exist in real life…No seriously, they dress up like
superheroes…people do… and they pledge to make society a better place… »
Anchor woman : « Vanessa Tyler spent a night on the streets with them and introduces us
now to a growing movement of real-life superheroes , Vanessa ? »
Journalist Vanessa « Well Jim and Katie, it's a mask like this that conceals the identities of
men and women who have pledged to do good and fight evil… they call themselves real-life
superheroes, they are on a mission and their ranks have been growing since 9/11… they
have day jobs but at night they take to the streets of Gotham…Mild-mannered by day Chris
Pollak will transform right before your eyes - since his powers can only go so far he doesn't
forget the bulletproof vest - give him a minute and soon he will become a force against evil…
He is a real-life superhero… Part of a movement gaining momentum… There is even a
website… a registry of superheroes from around the nation around the world…
Chris Pollack : « I’m the dark Guardian »
Journalist Vanessa « But he is not solo… Just like in the comic books, every superhero has
partners all down for the cause and the Dark Guardian does not take on Gotham alone… On
the streets of New York you will find the Dark Guardian along with two others :
« I am Phantom Zero »
« My name is Life…the way I dress is a very classic superhero’s spirit, a little Green
Hornet »
Journalist Vanessa : « And together they are part of the real-life superhero movement. »

